Craig Walsh's *Monuments*
Night time only
(outdoor projections)


As the presenter of this project, you and your programming team decide who will serve as your three portraitures to celebrate and honor. Working with Craig via phone, through email, with photos, maps, and blueprints, you will decide upon the best projection locations – specifically which trees to project onto.

Based in Australia, Craig’s *Monuments* is able to be implemented by a US-based media artist (while our borders are closed). The US-based media artist would capture the live video of the three people chosen for your engagement. Craig would then edit and finalize the portrait video from his location in Australia. Once complete, the US-based media artist would implement the installation at your chosen site, working with your team to set up the projections. They would stay through the installation’s opening – your team would then run the installation until its dismantle date.

Social distancing would be practiced by the US-based media artist when on site. Your viewing audiences could social distance in the added safety of being outside.

The fee includes 3 portraitures at 1 location, for 4 weeks of installation.
Advance time required: 2 months